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Certified Teachers

In order to produce innovators for the modern society, a strong foundation is a must.














Student Life

Create a better, well-rounded, and holistic view on every aspect of life.














Library

A fully stocked and well-maintained library to aid with the learning process














Campus

The campus spreads over 40 acres. This means that everything a student needs is close by.












	




Our Degrees

Provided is a comprehensive list of the degree courses that are offered at Vickramce College





	


	

UNDER GRADUATE

	Bachelor's degree in Civil Engineering (CIVIL)
	Bachelor's degree in Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) (NBA Accredited)
	Bachelor's degree in Electronics and Communication Engineering (ECE) (NBA Accredited)
	Bachelor's degree in Electrical and Electronics Engineering (EEE)
	Bachelor's degree in Mechanical Engineering (MECH) (NBA Accredited)

	




	

POST GRADUATE

	Master's degree in Communication Systems (MC)
	Master's degree in Engineering Design (MED)
	Master's degree in Computer Science & Engineering (MCS)
	Master's degree in Structural Engineering (MSE)
	Master's degree in Embedded Systems (MES)




		







	







College of Engineering: Website Update

Vickramce's website has recently changed. Please visit the new website and click on the button to the right of the screen.




vickramedu.org







	
	




What Alumni Say About Us














Good Exposure to students on all fronts. Highly experienced & skilled faculty members. The college is well maintained and well established with the latest development.
Youth4Work













"The Sivagangai college atmosphere was such a great time that was full of greeneries and lots of space to rest in. Campus is so beautiful!"

Sterling Hughes













Positive - They are providing good infrastructure & library facility. Faculty is also too good Sports involvement is also good Soft skills & communication skills trainings are too good Negative - Transportation fee is too high Hostel facilities & food facilities are moderate Placement arrangement for mechanical is worst.
Collegedunia






	






Many core companies like Mitsuba Sical, LGB, Rutcha Engineering etc., conducted placement drives in our college. Placements are not only provided for the students who don't have any backlogs, but they also provided placements for all the students who are interested. Many companies hired a lot of students from our college.
Shiksha













Well its a college which works on students overall development not only in studies, it provides you a platform to showcase your talent and know what you are made off. It is a college which tells you what to do not how to do. it makes you understand the meaning to lead your life in the proper manner, we can get a group of people who have similar goals and one of the important things is the way faculty interact with students.
Careers360
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